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 As usual the year began with the AGM followed by a talk by Pat Grocott who together with a 
colleague outlined the work that she and other RSPB volunteers undertake looking after  Little Terns 
on Eccles  and Winterton beaches’ during the breeding season. These brave little birds fly over 
5,000km back from over wintering on the west coast of Africa to several breeding spots in Europe 
and the UK. Norfolk provides a large area for these birds to breed and on the above named beaches 
the volunteers look after them 24/7. They start by roping of the areas and putting up an electric 
fence to keep the nests and later fledglings safe from humans and dogs. The birds like pebbled areas 
even putting stones and bits of rubbish as nest markers so they can identify their nest amongst the 
scores of others. They just scrape a little depression in the sand to lay their two or three eggs. Once 
fledge the volunteers lay bits of carpet and pipe for the fledglings to hide in which they hastened to 
add were removed at the end of the season. The eggs are taken by foxes and in one case hedgehogs 
as well as other small mammals. The fledgling’s greatest predator is the Kestrel followed by gulls. In 
2018 the fledglings on Eccles beach were almost wiped out by two kestrels that came again and 
again to pick them off. It was heartbreaking as the volunteers watched helpless to intervene.   So 
enjoy watching these birds from afar but if anyone would like to volunteer their services for a few 
hours they would be gratefully received. The next meeting is Feb 24 th at 7.30pm in the Friendship 
Hall, Cawston Rd. Mark Edwards will talk about the  Farming & Wildlife Advisory Group. Visitors are 
always welcome £2. 


